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Abstract. The paper is devoted to fuzzy image processing based on  Lukasiewicz algebra with

square root. A new method of image processing based on Modus Ponens Fuzzy Network with

fuzzy logic function preprocessing in a hidden layer is presents. All the fuzzy algorithms are

realized in the MATLAB system.
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1 Introduction

The de{noising of 2D biomedical images is very actual problem. In case of MRI brain images
this problem arises when the low{resolution apparatus is used. The noise reduction and signal
structure saving are contradictory but useful aims. The  Lukasiewicz algebra with square root
seems to be an eÆcient tool for the 2D image de{noising because of sensitivity suppress,
minimum number of basic operators and ability to construct weighted average �lters.

2 Background of Fuzzy Image Processing

The  Lukasiewicz algebra [4] enriched by square root was chose as a background of fuzzy image
processing. The other basic logic algebras like Gougen or G�odel are not good models because
of discontinuity of residuum or lack of square root function [7].

The  Lukasiewicz algebra with square root ( LAsqrt) is de�ned as

L = fL; 0; 1;^;_;
;!; sqrtg

where L =< 0; 1 >, L � R and basic operators are de�ned for each a; b 2 L as

a ^ b = min(a; b);

a _ b = max(a; b);

a
 b = max(a + b� 1; 0);

a! b = min(1� a + b; 1);

sqrt(a) = (1 + a)=2:

It is useful to de�ne derived operators to simplify function notations. The derived operators in
 LAsqrt are:

:a = a! 0 = 1� a;

a$ b = (a! b) ^ (b! a) = 1� ja� bj;



a Æ b = :(a$ b) = ja� bj;

a� b = :(:a
:b) = min(a + b; 1);

a	 b = a
 :b = max(a� b; 0);

na = �n
k=1a = min(n � a; 1);

an = 
n
k=1a = max(n � a� n+ 1; 0)

for each n 2N and a; b 2 L.

Let n 2 N and f : Ln ! L. Then f is called fuzzy logic function (FLF) in  LAsqrt when f
is composed from free variables and constants from L, constants from N and �nite number of
 LAsqrt operators and functions.

THEOREM: Any FLF in  LAsqrt is Lipschitz continuous function with the sensitivity

� = max
�!x 6=

�!y

jf(�!x )� f(�!y )j
Pn

k=1 jxk � ykj
:

The FIR �lters [2, 6] are the standard tools for image �ltering. It is possible to search an
intersection between FIR �lters and FLF's.

THEOREM: Let N 2N0, n 2 N and mk 2N for k = 1; : : : ; n. Let �!x 2 Ln. Let wk = mk=2N

be dyadic weights for k = 1; : : : ; n and
Pn

k=1wk � 1. Then any FIR �lter

Y (�!x ) =
nX

k=1

wk � xk

is a FLF in the  LAsqrt and it satis�es the Lipschitz condition with the sensitivity

� = max
k=1;:::;n

wk:

The FIR �lters which are FLF's can be used as preprocessors in hidden fuzzy network layer.
This fuzzy network is FLF and its sensitivity is not higher than hidden FLF sensitivities. This
neural network is called Modus Ponens Fuzzy Network (MPFN) [3].

The MPFN is a four layer neural network. The �rst layer contains the n input nodes for the
input signal. The second layer of size H is composed from FLF nodes for the FLF preprocessing
with constrained sensitivity. The third layer realizes the Modus Ponens law with learnable rule
weights. The fourth layer with m output nodes realizes the compromise solution of given task.
Any MPFN output is FLF of input vector. The MPFN is described on the Fig. 1. The MPFN
was realized in MATLAB system [5].

MPFN PROCESSING RULE (m;n;H 2N and �!x 2 Ln):

hj(�!x ) = FLFj(�!x ) for j = 1; : : : ;H;

Ei(�!x ) =
H_

j=1

wij 
 hj(�!x ) for i = 1; : : : ;m;

E�i (�!x ) =
H_

j=1

w�
ij 
 hj(�!x ) for i = 1; : : : ;m;

Yi(�!x ) = sqrt(Ei(�!x ))
 sqrt(:E�i (�!x )) for i = 1; : : : ;m:



Figure 1: Modus Ponens Fuzzy Network for m = 1

The MPFN could be used as a 2D image �ltering tool. Its weights must be optimized to
increase de{noising quality.

3 Fuzzy 2D Image Processing

The Fig. 2 represents the MRI T2 phantom data [1] corrupted by the real MRI T2 noise. Then
the results of all the FLF FIR 3x3 �lters were compared by a SNR criterion with the Wiener
3x3 adaptive �lter in the �rst experiment.

SNR = 10 � log
V ar(X)

V ar(Y �X)

where X is original image matrix and Y is noised one. V ar(A) = Ef(A � EA)2g, where E is
symbol of average value. The result of Wiener �lter is presented on the Fig. 3a. Five of tested
FIR �lters were better than the Wiener 3x3 �lter.

Tab. 1 and Figs. 3b{5a represent the results of experiment. The best FLF �lters were used as
FLF's in the hidden layer of MPFN in the second phase. The MPFN weights were optimized.
The result of MPFN �ltering is presented in the Tab. 1 and on the Fig. 5b.

Filter � SNR [dB] � SNR [dB]

NO - 12.78 0

WIENER - 23.61 10.83

FIR-12-7-6 3/16 23.68 10.90

FIR-12-8-5 3/16 23.81 11.03

FIR-8-3-3 1/4 23.70 10.92

FIR-4-2-1 1/4 23.77 10.99

FIR-16-7-5 1/4 23.78 11.00

MPFN 1/4 23.91 11.13

Table 1: FLF �lter eÆciency

The FIR �lters are labeled by three numbers. The �rst of them is central weight, the second
one is the weight of neighbour pixels and the third one is the weight of corner pixels. The
denominator is not included.



Figure 2: (a) original image, (b) noised image

Figure 3: (a) Wiener �lter, (b) FLF �lter FIR-12-8-5

4 Conclusions

The  LAsqrt is a applicable tool for fuzzy de{noising of 2D MRI images. The application of FLF
3x3 �lters permits to increase the SNR of image. An optimum FLF combination in the hidden
layer of MPFN produces the better FLF �lter. The hidden layer optimization is a subject of
our future research.
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Figure 5: FLF �lters: (a) FIR-12-7-6, (b) MPFN
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